Following Books Published by Govt.of India: PRESS: Publication Division: ministry of information and broadcasting : Delhi:


5. IINDIA- s Struggle Quarter of A Century: 1921-46: by Arun Chandra Guha Parts: 1 & 2. Set. Part-1: It cover the most crucial period of India!s Struggle for Freedom, fought under Mahatma Handhi!s Leadership Between 1921 & 1940. It Has been an extraordinary venture & experience for the monitors of History since * in no Revolution of the World have Proclaimed ideals been achieved as in this Country. Part-2: deals with final phase of our mass-based struggle for Independence from 1941- to 1946, which gathered momentum following the outbreak of the SECOND World War, leading upto the Country!s Freedom in August 1947. It Brings out vividly the various facets of the Independence movement & also the invaluable services rendered especially by THE INDIAN NATIONAL ARMY [INA], under the leadership of NETAJI SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE & by all those who had fought selflessly & ceaselessly to make the country free. Contents: with 45 Chapters. Delhi, 1982. Size 11/8 inches. original condition. Pp 890, xvii[ Parts: 1 & 2] Set: Rs 700/-


8. Classics of Indian History & Economics: Poverty and Un-British Rule in India: by Dadabhai Naoroji: originally published in England in 1901, is intended to make available to the reading public at a moderate price the Monumental Work of Dadabhai Naoroji. The Book includes the Grand Old Man!'s scattered papers & Pamphlets, Correspondence with officials, Evidence before Committees & Commissions, & Speeches & Addresses in which tried to draw attention to the misery of his poverty-stricken countrymen & the evils of the despotic system of Government in British India which, he maintained, was destructive to Indians & un-British & suicidal to Britain. This Pioneering work Two major aspects—economic and political—and provides valuable material economic and constitutional history of India. First Indian Edition. Delhi, July, 1962. Rebound. pp 600, xvii, portrait, tables. Rs-600/-


Following Books Published by All India Congress Committee: New Delhi:

10. THE TENTH YEAR OF FREEDOM: August 1956- August 1957: editor: Sunil Guha. This year we shall be celebrating the Tenth Anniversary of Indian Independence. Incidentally, these celebrations will synchronise with the 1857 Centenary Celebrations. We have, therefore, great pleasure in publishing !The Tenth Year of Freedom!, reviewing India's Achievements During the First Decade of Swaraj, with foreign affairs, first year of the Second five-year plan, land reforms, panchayats and local self-government, social welfare, activities
of the state governments, appendix. etc. pp 450, viii, with maps, photographs, graphs, tables. Rebound. Rs 600/-


17. NETAJI BIRTH – Day Commemorative Volume: Centenary eve Tribute: A College of Official Documents: 1924-1940: Editor: Dr. Ladli Mohan raychaudhury. [His work, meditations & motivation have been scatteredly found in the different papers & records kept in the Calcutta Corporation. But these were never collected & compiled to Publish in a book. The Writers profound knowledge & deep love towards the great personality is an excellent idea so far given in the book. Published by The Calcutta Municipal Corporation. Calcutta, 1996. Size. 12/8 inches. Pp 106, xxiii with many photographs. Original condition with jackets Rs 350/-

18. published by Anthropological Survey of India: Govt. of India: Calcutta: AGRARIAN SITUATION IN INDIA: Set TWO VOLUMES: Edited by
S.B.Chakravarti, B.R.Ghosh,Ajit K. Danda: [ National Seminar held under the auspices of Anthropological Survey of India: Southern Regional office, Mysore from 23rd to 25th Nov,1982: The Subjects the Seminar was discussed on a wider canvas covering many important issues on the exiting agrarian situation in India. ,Both in TRIBAL & NON – TRIBAL SOCIETIES> Most of the papers originated from specific field situations studies by individual researches over about a decade under different research Project. Like: Land & Labour Situation in Tribal Village of Madhya Pradesh: by Khan M. Jarali,agricultura among the LOI of MANIPUR – B.K.Das Gupta, A- Agrarian Situation in TRIBAL SOCIETIES,B- agrarian Situation in Non-TribalSocieties, with 45 chapters by various authors.Calcutta,1st edition, 1984-85. pp 160,xxviii, 270,xxvi,with over100 tables,Maps, Diagrams, over 100. with Lamation Jackets.Original Condition.set Rs- 800/- set.


24. Economics of Rural Bengal: by K.B.saha, with a foreword by Sir Jehangir Coyajee. The Importance of such a study will be realized from the FACT THAT 93 PER CENT of the POPULATION OF THE PROVINCE LIVE IN VILLAGE.Calcutta,1930 . pp296,vii. Rebound. Rs- 400/-


27. Uttar Pradesh District Gazetteers: VARANASI: by Srimati Esha Basanti Joshi.[State Editor] Ancient City/Town Varanasi = Kashi: & the Archaeological Discoveries in the City & its environs- SARNATH [Buddhist Math,sangha/Stupa etc] Rajghat . Bairant etc. do not date much before the time of ASOKA & are , therefore useful in reconstructing the history of Varanasi only since about the Fourth Century B.C.Onwards…Published by The Govt.of Uttar Pradesh ,Allahabad, 1965. pp 570,xxvi, with 11 plates,map,graph. Rs-1200/-


33. NATIONAL SEMINAR ON SOCIAL STATISTICS: Organized by Central Statistical Organisation: New Delhi: PARTS: : 1 & 2. set. Part-1: Contains the report of the Seminar divided into six chapters dealing Inter alia, with the general considerations for the development of Social Statistics & indicators in the various FIELDS of social concern & the Recommendations and suggestions concerning each filed. Part-2: contains papers indicating the development, status, gaps and measures proposed for the improvement of the various branches of social statistics prepared by the concerned departments and organizations, research institutions international organizations and individual experts. Published by Allied publishers, Delhi, 1sted. 1977. Size. 12/7 inches. Pp 860, xxvii, xvvi, tables. Rs-600/- Set.


41. Jinnah and the Creation of Pakistan: by Dr. J.J. Pal. [The Muslim Politics of Separation Before Jinnah, 2- Jinnah& the Question of Hindu Muslim Unity from 1916 to 1939, 3- Jinnah & his !Two Nation! Theory From 1940-1944, 4- Jinnah’s Role in the Creation of Pakistan from 1945 to 1947. etc. Delhi, 1st ed. 1983. pp 170, vii. Rs-250/-

42. Rural Development in Pakistan: by Shoaib Sultan Khan. [Historical Description, 2- Daudzai Project- A Case Study, 3- Rural Works Programmers, 6- Pakistan academy for RURAL DEVELOPMENT, etc. index. Delhi, 1980. ISBN_ 0-7069-0924-0. pp 162, viii. index. rebound. Rs-200/-


46. ANANDA RANGA PILLAI: The !Pepys! of FRENCH INDIA: by C.S. Srinivasachari. with foreword by Dr. Sir Shafat Ahmad Khan, Kt. First published Madras, 1940. The core of this book is the series of articles entitled: ! The Historical Material in the Private DIARY of Ananda Ranga Pillai, [1736-


52. Published by The University of Burdwan: west Bengal: ZAMINDARS & PATNIDARS: [study of Subinfeudation under PERMAMENT SETTLEMENT.] by Harasankar Bhattacharya. The Peculiar r


54. The State, Landlords & Peasants :RAJASTHAN In the 18th Century: by Dilbagh Singh.book contain a large number of PERSIAN TERMS which are in Many Cases spelled differently e.g. Mal-jihat instead of mal-o-jihat & taliqdar in place of TALUQDAR. With LAND REVENUE: JAGIRDARS, Village Panchaysat, etc.index.Delhi,1990.ISBN 81-85425-05-1. pp 226,xvii.Rs-300/-


FOLLOWING BOOKS PUBLISHED BY KARNATAKA UNIVERSITY: DHARWAD:


67. Research Publications Series 26: Reading Interests & Abilities of Adolescents and Adults [An Investigation into the Reading Interests & Habits of Adolescents & Adults: & a study of Current Status of Maturity in Reading] by Dr. Sadanand

68. URBAN STUDIES AN AID TO RESEARCH: by Dr.B.N. Sinha & T.N.Achuta Rao, With Foreword by Prof. S.P.Chatterjee.[ Compiling the Vital Statistics of Urban Communities from various Sources & Preparing a Bibliography of Books and Papers on URBAN STUDIES & getting it Published under Title !URBAN STUDIES - An Aid to research. Not only GEOGRAPHERS but TOWN PLANNERS will be greatly benefited by this publication. Dharwad,1st ed.1968.Size. 12/9 inches. Pp 210,xxvi, with illus,plates, four colour folded maps,index. Etc.Rs- 380/-

69. HUBLY CITY: A Study in URBAN ECONOMIC LIFE: by B.R. Dhekney: AnEnquiry into CertainAspects of Economic Lifeof the City of Hubli.The Work Investigation was started in May 1954 & was completed bythe end of January 1955. with family income, population growth, migration, occupational patterns, housing, summary, etc. Dharwar, 1959. pp285, xxii, two hundred tables, maps. Appendix.size.12/10 inches. Rs-350/-


79. ABOLISH MARRIAGE: by S. Paul. [marriage and prostitution, Sex starvation in India, Mahatma Gandhi as A Sex Reformer, Free Love, The Ideal Marriage, etc. published by Indian Printing works, Lahore, n/d. rebound. pp 216, vi. Rs-300/-


82. The Sun & the Serpent Lore of Bengal: by Asutosh Bhattacharyya. [with Sun – God, Sun-Festivals, Sun – Dances, Sun- Cult Literature, Sun- Myths & Legends, the SNAKE STORY in FOLK Entermaintsd, SNAKE CHARMERS, some early writers of serpent cult literature, with 16 chapters, appendix. Calcutta, 1st ed. 1977. pp 288, vii, with illustrations, index. Rs- 300/-


Following Books Published by University of Calcutta: Calcutta:


89. HUNDRED YEARS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA: A HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY issued in COMMEMORATION ON THE CENTENARY CELEBARTION. Board of editors,- Prof. pramathanath banerjee,niharranjanray, dr.pratulchandra guha, dr.anichandra banerjee, dr.atindranath bose,and others.calcutta, 1st ed.1957. size.12/8 inches. Pp 540,xxvii.index. with 258 photographs,plates.good condition.Rs-1500/-


93. Calcutta university Readersifp Lectures,1929: PROGRESSISM : An essay in Social Philosophy: by Edward Leory Schaub. [ some preliminary remarks, 2-progressism: An Interpretation of Indian Philosophy in its Divergence from the


98. Foundations of INDIA’s Foreign Policy: Imperial Era: 1882-1914: by Bisheshwar Prasad. The study, based primarily on the records preserved in the National Archives of India, underlines the fact that although the subordinate government of India was prompted in its policies and actions by the supreme government in London, Indian strategic and economic interests largely determined foreign policy in affected zones, and is a major contribution to the literature on diplomatic history… with 15 Chapters: Like: India & Iran, Fresh Tensions in Indo–Afghan Relations, Problem of the North–West Frontier, Rift in The Lute–Indo–Afghan Tension 1888–94, The DURAND AGREEMENT, British imperialism in the persiangulf region, etc. index. Published by Indian Council of Historical Research, 1979. Calcutta, 1979. Rebound. pp 594, x. Rs-500/-

99. CIVIL RELELLION in the Indian Mutinies: 1857-1859: by Sashi Bhusan Chaudhuri. [Historical background, Upper India, Eastern/Centra & Western India, Shahabad, Theories of the Indian Mutiny, Appendices:- Memorandum of
Rebel Forces in Fyzabad District, List of Rebels, the behaviour of the talukdars ofoudh during the mutiny, the historic march of kunwarsingh, etc. index, maps, place names. Calcutta, 1957. rebound. pp 368, xxii, maps. Rs. 480/-